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ABSTRACT

In this letter we study a coupled system of six-dimensional N = 1 tensor and super

Yang-Mills multiplets. We identify some of the solitonic states of this system which exhibit

stringy behaviour in six dimensions. A discussion of the supercharges and energy for the

tensor multiplet as well as zero modes is also given. We speculate about the possible

relationship between our solution and what is known as tensionless strings.
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1. Introduction.

Six-dimensional supersymmetric systems emerge in many recent studies of superstring

theories. They can be obtained either by compactifying a ten-dimensional theory or can

be constructed as anomaly-free models in six dimensions. In this note we shall consider

a coupled system of N — 1 supersymmetric tensor and Yang-Mills multiplets and study

the properties of some of its supersymmetric solitonic configurations. The zero modes

of the solitonic states constructed in this letter behave like scalars and spinors in a two-

dimensional subspace of the six-dimensional spacetime and can be grouped together as

the transverse bosonic and fermionic coordinates of a set of strings propagating in a six-

dimensional spacetime. There are some intriguing features of our solution which are sug-

gestive of the tensionless strings. We shall also construct supercharges which generate

the correct supersymmetry transformation of the fields in the tensor multiplets. We shall

then give a Hamiltonian which correctly yields the quantum equations of motion and show

that it vanishes on the subset of static solitonic backgrounds constructed in this letter.

This latter property is due to a BPS-like condition. It should be emphasized that we are

really looking for BPS-solutions which preserve half the supersymmetry. Finally we shall

speculate on possible connections with the non-critical E% strings.

2. The Model

The introduction of tensor multiplets is called for by the requirement of anomaly

cancellation, namely, the presence of tensor fields in six dimensions enable us to make use

of the Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation mechanism [1]. The tensor multiplet by itself

does not have nonsingular solitonic solutions. This is one more reason for considering the

tensor multiplet coupled to Yang-Mills fields.

The Yang-Mills multiplet consists of the gauge field A^, the gaugino A* and an auxilary

field YX]. The tensor multiplet involves a scalar a, a second rank antisymmetric tensor Bab

and a tensorino xl- All of the fermions are chiral. The index i is an SU(2)-'mdex. and the

fermions satisfy a symplectic Majorana condition. The supersymmetry parameters will be

taken to have positive six-dimensional chirality.



The supersymmetry transformations of the fields in our system are as follows [2].

8Aa = -( VaX

6Xi^l-rabFabe
i~~Yi^J (1)

4- ir-fcae' - ~Trr°VeTaA (2)

The corresponding rules for the tensor multiplet coupled to Yang-Mills are given by

60-ex

6X
X = - £

6Bab = -eTobX ~ a'TrA[aeTb]\

where
Habc = 3d|o£6c) + 3a'Tr (A[adbAc] + \AaAbAc)

Habc = o 1 ^ a 6 c ^ o t c ) "

The closure of the supersymmetry algebra leads to the following field equations for

various fields,

a'
2 c A ) (4a)

T'dax* = a'Tr Qr°6Fo6A* + Y^Xj) (46)

d2a = a'Tr ^ - l F a 6 F a 4 - 2AraZ?aA + YtJYtj) . (4c)

Further, by virtue of its definition, Habc satisfies the identity

= a'tr (jFiabFcdi - XT^D^ (5)

3. The Solution.

We shall look for a bosonic background configuration in which all the fermions as well

as the auxiliary field Y*i will vanish. The six-dimensional coordinates will be chosen as

x+ , x~ and xM where /* = 1, ...4. We shall consider a multi instanton-type configuration

in the R4 spanned by xM. We shall show that the moduli of this instanton can depend on

x+ . This will require that the j4+-component of the vector potential is different from zero.

In this sense our solution looks like a static monopole configuration in the six-dimensional

spacetime in which x~ is taken to be the time coordinate. This configuration will preserve

half the six-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetry.



It follows from (4a) that if A = 0, then H is selfdual.*. Now setting 6X and 6x equal

to zero we obtain

rabFabe = 0, (r°daa + ~rabcHabc^j t = 0 (6)

To satisfy these equations, we can choose e = ( n I, where, 7$e = ±e, and 75 gives

the four-dimensional chirality. We shall first discuss the case of positive chirality; the

case of negative chirality can be obtained by essentially trivial change of some selfduality

conditions. With this choice the fields must obey the equations

(7a)

(76)

(7c)

together with F + _ = 0, F_M = 0, d-a = 0. Choosing the guage A- = 0 , these reduce to

d-Api=d.A+ =d-cr = 0.

The constraint (5) for Habc, expressing its coupling to the Yang-Mills fields via the

Chern-Simons 3-form, now gives the following conditions,

d-H+tlu=0 (8a)

- 2cTr(FAaF+A) (86)

(8c)

where c = 3 Q ' / 4 . Further, H-^ — 0 and H+fXV = H+^x,. Setting the auxiliary field Y** to

zero implies DaF
ab = 0 [2j. The only nontrivial surviving component of this equation is

Dx(DxA+-d+Ax) = 0 (9)

where D\A+ — dxA+ + [A\,A+].

The strategy for solving these equations is as follows. We first choose F^v to be a

multi-instanton configuration in R4. Then equation (8c) gives tr, and (7a) gives J/o5/i-

Since D\D\ is invertible in the instanton background, (9) can be uniquely solved for A+.

Finally, equation (8b) can be solved, consistently with its selfduality, to get H+flu. As

* We shall henceforth drop the superscript 4- from H
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a consequence of d-A^ = d-A+ = 0, the instanton parameters, collectively denoted by

f, obey the condition e?_£ = 0, but they can, of course, depend on z + . (They are thus

left-moving modes in the (xo,x5)-subspace.)

Using the selfduality of H+piu, we can rewrite (8b) as

d\d\H+^ = {dpJu - dvJp) + ̂ e^apidaJp - dpJa) (10)

where Ja — d+(daa) - 2cTY(FAaF+A). It is easy to see that daJa = 0, as required by the

consistency of the equations. Since the four-dimensinal Laplacian is invertible, the above

equation can be easily solved, once we have Ja. For gauge group SU(2)f A+ is given by

Aab(x,y)ebkl(Ak
xd+Al

x)(y) (11)

where the Green's function Aa6(z, y) for D\D\ in the instanton bcakground is given in

reference [3]. To make the above solutions explicit, we can, for example, take the 't Hooft

ansatz for instantons, viz., v4£ = ^^( logf /O where <p = 1 + J2i P?/(x ~ a»)2 anc^ insert

it in various equations above. In this case, a, for example, becomes 2cdti4>dfl<f>/<f>2.

4. Supercharges.

The condition that hah0 of the supersymmetry is unbroken leads to BPS-like con-

straints. For the theory we are considering, there is no known action or Hamiltonian

formulation without introducing additional degrees of freedom. For the free tensor multi-

plet, possible Hamiltonian formulations have been given in [4, 5]. It is posssible to extend

the formulation of [4] *;o the case that the Yang-Mills fields are treated as background fields.

Specifically, we can choose c1 = (a,0), x l = (0>v) where a, v are four-component spinors,

with €2, x2 given by the symplectic Majorana condition. The supersymmetry variation for

the field v is then given as

6v = L I 7 V ^ 6 + J ( - T + 7°0a")] « (12)

where H*b = (l/6)ea&cdei7
cde, 7r = doer. The indices a,b now range from 1 to 5. The

bosonic fields obey the commutation rules

\o(x),ir{y)} =4i6(x-y)
(13)

[Bab(x), Bcd(y)] = 4i€abcdedeG{x, y)
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where G(x, y) is the five-dimensional Coulomb Green's function. The supercharge for the

tensor multiplet is given by

l [-^7V^6 + \(~4* + 7°^ ) ] (14)

(This generates the correct transformations in the gauge Boa = 0, daB
ah — 0.) The

supercharges obey the algebra {Qr,Qt} = \{ii^r$ + 7?«jPa) with

(15)
pa = ~z I I {«d*° + da**) + ^amnpqH*mnH' + 2dha

H, Pa are the Hamiltonian and the momentum for the bosonic fields of the free tensor

multiplet. With a Yang-Mills background, one cannot expect a super-Poincar6 algebra and

one cannot read off the Hamiltonian from this algebra. Rather, the Hamiltonian, for the

bosonic fields, is now given by

n = H + J[<JJ- |emnMrWbmn(9rJ5TC)] (16)

where J = -(a'/4)Tr (-\FabFab - 2XTaDaX + YijYij) and H* entering U now does con-

tain the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons contribution. The condition of half-supersymmetry

gives the saturation condition H = \P\, where, for our solution in the static limit, |P | =

(1/4) J(da)2. Using the equation of motion for a, we then find H = 0 for our solution in

the static limit. Of course, the Hamiltonian (16) treats the gauge fields as a background.

One cannot simply add the Yang-Mills Hamiltonian to this since the equations of motion

for the latter are unaffected by the tensor multiplet. Nevertheless, the fact that 7i — 0 is

indicative of a possible connection to the tensionless string, for which we shall give more

evidence in the next section.

5. String Interpretation.

To see the stringy interpretation of our solution, we need to analyze its moduli or zero

mode structure. FVom the above equations, we see that, given the gauge field F^,,, all the

fields are uniquely determined upto the addition of the freely propagating six-dimensional

waves for the tensor multiplet. * Therefore only the zero modes correspond to the moduli

of the instantons.

Note the soliton does not modify their propagation.



In order for our models to be mathematically meaningful they should be free from

local and global gauge anomalies. In the absence of hypermatter, the gauge groups

SU(2), SU(3), G2, F4, 2?6, E7 and Eg can be made perturbatively anomaly-free with the

help of the Green-Schwarz prescription [1]. However, since the homotopy group 116 of the

first three groups in this list are nontrivial, these theories will harbour global gauge anoma-

lies [6]. To make them consistent we need to introduce hypermatter for these theories[7].

The allowed matter contents for the cancellation of the global [7] as well as the local [8]

anomalies in the presence of one tensor multiplet are n2 = 4,10 for SU(2), n3 = 0,6,12

for SU(3) and n-r = 1,4,7 for G2, where n2,ri3 and 117 represent the number of the dou-

blets for SU{2), triplets for SU(3) and 7-dimensional representation of G7, respectively.

All other gauge groups are free from global anomalies and they can be made free from

perturbative anomalies (using the Green-Schwarz prescription) if appropriate amount of

hypermultiplets are taken together with the gauge and the tensor multiplets [7, 8].

For the gauge group SU(2), for the four-dimensional space being R4 and for instanton

number k, we have 8k bosonic moduli corresponding to the instanton positions, scale

sizes and group orientations. (The equations of motion, despite the appearance of the

dimensional parameter c, have scale invariance and give the scale size parameter in the

solutions.) These moduli appear in the solution for the fields Ba\, as well.

The surviving supersymmetry has 756 = e, i.e., left-chirality in the four-dimensional

sense corresponding to a (4,0) world-sheet supersymmetry for the solitonic string. There

must necessarily be fermionic zero modes. For the gauginos, we have 4fc zero modes for

the gauge group SU(2), which are of right-chirality in the four-dimensional sense and

are in the right-moving sector. The Dirac equation for the gauginos along with the half-

supersymmetry condition shows that the gaugino zero mode parameters are constants; the

bosonic parameters are constant as well, by supersymmetry. The fermionic zero mode

parameters are complex, i.e., we have 8fc real Grassman parameters which balance the 8k

bosonic parameters. Some of the fermionic zero modes correspond to the supersymme-

tries which are broken by the background and can be obtained by such supersymmetry

variations. With hypermatter, there are also hyperino zero modes, which are in the left-

moving sector. There is no supersymmetry for these modes and generically there are no

hyperscalar zero modes.

For higher gauge groups, there will be more moduli. Thus, for example, for SU(3),



with the standard embedding of the instanton and 7*3 = 0, we have 12k bosonic parameters

and 6k fermionic parameters. It is easy to see that the number of moduli for all of the

anomaly-free gauge groups listed above is always a multiple of 4. We may thus interpret

these solutions as six-dimensional strings with 4 tranverse coordinates corresponding to

the zero modes for the broken translational symmetries. The remaining zero modes can be

regarded as additional world-sheet degrees of freedom. In this way for instanton number

k, we have k strings with (4,0) world-sheet supersymmetry.

As an example, consider an SU(2) theory with 10 hypermatter doublets [9] . In this

case, for instanton number equal to one, we have eight instanton moduli, eight gaugino

zero modes for the right-moving sector and 20 hypermatter zero modes for the left-moving

sector. The SU(2) symmetry can be spontaneously broken by vacuum expectation values

of the scalars originating from the moduli corresponding to the global 5(7(2) rotations and

the scale size of the instanton. By supersymmetry this should remove four of the gaugino

zero modes from the right moving sector by giving them a non zero mass, which will also

eat up four hyperino zero modes in the left moving sector. One is left with four moduli

for the instanton, four gaugino modes in the right-moving sector and 16 hyperino zero

modes in the left-moving sector. These 16 hyperino zero modes presumably generate a left

moving Eg current algebra. This looks like the spectrum of the non critical string which

lives in the boundary of a membrane joining a 5-brane to a 9-brane in M-theory and which

becomes tensionless as the 5-brane approaches the 9-brane [10]. It has been argued in [11]

that the same model corresponds to one of the phases of the F-theory.

There are also independent solutions with the opposite chirality. The choice 756 = — e

leads to antiselfdual H+llt/J F^u with A+ = 0 and #+£ = 0.

The solution we have obtained is a static one. The choice of four-dimensional chi-

rality as 756 = ±c leads to static solitons. By Lorentz boosts, it is possible to obtain

a solution whose center of mass is moving at a constant velocity. For a moving soli-

ton, the condition 756 = ±e must be modified. Consider, for example, the one-soliton

(one-instanton) solution. We choose the supersymmetry parameters e as Se^o) where

S = exp(-iu;M7M) w l - \^1^ and £(0) obeys 75 (̂0) = £(o)- (For small velocities, the pa-

rameter u>M « uM, the velocity.) The vanishing of the gaugino variation, viz., r°6Fa6e = 0,
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now gives, to first order in uM,

FpV — F»v = 0

F + T f ^ " = ° (17)

To this order, F^v is still selfdual. The other two equations are seen to be satisfied if we

take the instanton position aa to move with velocity va, i.e., doaa = va. (We can make

a gauge transformation J4_ —> A- — (l/y/2)Aflv
li to restore the ;4_ = 0 gauge.) There

is a similar set of statements for the vanishing of the tensorino variation. What we have

shown is that a soliton whose center of mass is moving at a constant velocity va is also a

supersymmetric solution with supersymmetry parameters being Se^o), £(o) having definite

four-dimensional chirality.

After completion of this paper there appeared ref. [12] which overlaps with our section

3.
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